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In Mexico there have been severe challenges to the modernization of the public 
school system and the implementation of much-needed reform. The backward
ness of Mexico's education sector has persisted into the twenty-first century. 
Public education has exhibited a jarring lack of transparency as monitoring 
and evaluation systems have, at least until recently, been extremely weak. 
The sector has displayed major teacher payroll irregularities, chronic teacher 
absenteeism, and patronage-based practices in teacher hiring and management. 
In 2014, The Economist reported that 13 percent of the teacher payroll - or 
2.98,000 teachers - did not show up for work. In the state of Nayarit, a local 
boss of the teachers' union and his family members simultaneously held posi
tions as salaried classroom teachers, school principals, and district supervi
sors - and enjoyed a sizable income stream - without performing any of the 
duties that these positions entailed (del Valle 2014c). 

These types of practices have contributed to the low quality of public 
schools. National and international standardized tests show that Mexican 
public school students have not learned basic skills in reading, math, and sci
ence. Mexico had the lowest average score of all OECD countries in those 
subjects on the 2012 Program for International Student Assessment (PISA). 
While socio-economic status heavily influenced these results {OECD 2013), the 
politicization of schools has surely also impacted achievement. 

The political clout of the National Union of Education Workers (SNTE) 
helps to account for the backwardness of public education and the inability 
of governments to enact significant changes in policy. Since the union was 
founded in 1943, SNTE has incrementally expanded its patrimonial power 
over the public school system. According to Max Weber, patrimonial power is 
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